OMNIGRAPHSKETCHER for iPad
What is OmniGraphSketcher?
Sketch. Plot. Illustrate! Making the graphical display of data quick, intiuitive, and professionally
styled is what OmniGraphSketcher is all about. Sketch a trend with the brush of a finger, refine
data points, or start with a fresh data set and go from there — you'll have a polished
representation of exactly what you want to show (off!) in minutes.

What makes
OmniGraphSketcher for
iPad different?
Built from the ground up to take
advantage of the strengths of the
iPad, OmniGraphSketcher for
iPad makes creation of beautiful
graphs quick and easy. Whether
through a hand drawn curve that
the software smooths intuitively
for you, or pasting a set of data
from any other spreadsheet or
data source to create a
presentation-ready graph,
OmniGraphSketcher will help
you get your visual display of
data right where it needs to be,
with a few taps on the screen.

Who uses OmniGraphSketcher?
Business professionals, educators, students, economists, statisticians, researchers, and anyone who
needs a quick, powerful, and visually compelling graphical presentation of data.
Some common-use examples include:
• Illustrating a conceptual model such as Supply and Demand by sketching a graceful graph with a
ﬁngertip
• Copying data from an established source (such as a website table or electronic textbook) and pasting
to create an instant, pleasing, edit-ready graph
• Charting simple mathematical models to create graphs from within the app
• Exporting in native OmniGraphSketcher format, or as an image or PDF for use in a presentation or
illustration
• Creating aesthetically pleasing ﬁlls, editing line widths and text labels to create a print-worthy graph
in minutes

At first launch, OmniGraphSketcher will show a
variety of documents, including "Welcome to
OmniGraphSketcher!". It's designed to show off
the the basic tools, Draw and Fill, and how to
interact with touch.

If you already have data to work with, Copy a few
columns in the original document and simply
Paste them anywhere inside OmniGraphSketcher.

No data to import? Use the Draw tool to create
new lines by dragging or single points by
double-tapping. Try creating a Supply and
Demand graph, or, duplicate a simple graph found
using Google.

You can modify the style of each point in the Info
Popover. Tap the appropriate point or line to
choose a new style. By default, one tap will select
a line; specify a single point by tapping again.

Now that we have data, highlight interesting
points or areas of your graph with the Fill tool.
OmniGraphSketcher will "stick" to the lines as you
gradually trace your way around a space.

Add more context to your graph by labeling
specific trends with just a double-tap. In the Info
Popover, you'll see specific Label Style options for
color and font customizations.

If the data calls for it, use our logarithmic and
scientific notation capabilities. Modify individual
axis types when selected in the Info Popover.
Long-tap a graph in the Document Browser to
export your new, gorgeous graph in different
ways.

If you have a printer available, use AirPrint to
send your graph to the nearest capable one.

Copy as Image to paste into another application;
PDF or PNG formats are available via the Send or
Export button.

Feature List
• Draw graphs freehand either by tapping and connecting individual points, or drawing a
vectored curve
• Create instant graphs from data sets obtained via copy-paste from spreadsheets and tables
• Create and drag vector points to fine-tune your lines
• Edit all the visual properties of your graph including line type and with as well as customizable
segment fills
• Export to a cloud service, copy as an image to your Photos app, or export as a vectored PDF or
a PNG image
• Use iCloud to sync, store, and share your GraphSketcher documents between devices for
productive access everywhere.
• Free customer support via email and phone

Pricing
OmniGraphSketcher for iPad costs $14.99 from the App Store.
The Omni Group offers a 30-day money back guarantee on all App Store sales.

Contacts
Twitter: @OmniGS
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/omnigraphsketcher
Support: omnigraphsketcher-ipad@omnigroup.com
PR: pr@omnigroup.com
Phone: 800-315-OMNI (6664)

